Reclaiming
A Center for Feminist Spirituality
P.O. Box 14404
San Francisco, CA 94114

Newsletter Submissions: The Newsletter encourages people to submit arti
cles, letters, or graphics related to political, pagan or spiritual issues and hap
penings. Graphics are ALWAYS welcome!
We may edit for length, spelling, punctuation and grammar; we do not alter
poetry.

While we are pleased to print letters or articles on ethics, we will not print
personal charges or countercharges.

All submissions, whether we print them or not, eventually find their way into
our cauldron, so keep copies for yourself. Please do not ask us to return them.

Submissions are due on or before the deadline. The Newsletter stafFhas sworn
off its lamentable co-behavior and will not chase down late submissions. We
really mean it this time.

The views expressed in articles and advertisements in this Newslet
ter belong to the authors and advertisers... not to the Reclaiming
Community or the Newsletter Staff. Some of us don't even like some
of the stuff we print.

Spring Deadline is Monday, February 4, 1991

Reclaiming Events Line S (415) 849-0877

This recording (listed under "Reclaiming" in Berkeley) carries announcements
(and updates) of events organized by Reclaiming and others. Often, these come
up too late to be put in the newsletter. Call us with events and announcements to
add to the message. They can also be mailed to the Events Line at the EO. box,
but this is slower. Please allow plenty of time, and remember to say where we
can reach you with questions.
-The Recording Faerie
TTY ONLY Reclaiming information and inquiries: (415) 237-6207
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THREE SISTERS
by Kitty Costello
for Macha and Sophia

We begin at the chimneys, mouth of the lava flow,
and stare down holes to where the first of the Earth
poured out a thousand years ago.

This is Modoc land, where calvary horses could not tread
across the treacherous spread
of jagged black rock grown cold.

I wander off from my sisters through the silvery sage
that is everywhere rooted in lava.
A song comes to me, one I knew would come, a picking song,

and I hum it softly as I sever with my knife
a modest sprig here, another there, until
my hand is full of its green sweetness.

Back in the car, rolling down the road,
I try to recall the song, but it will not come
out here on the asphalt where it is not needed.

We drive past the stronghold of warriors
who held at bay an army twenty times their size,
past where lake water once lapped
the edges of lava flow, sizzling;
where tule reeds once swayed like dancers in wind;
drained now for another race of people to grow
their malt barley and winter potatoes.
We roll along, three great strong women.

Sophia stops to appease her spirit ally—
Vulture, Buzzard, the Carrion-Eaters, with talons too weak
to carry their meal away with them up into the sky.
She picks each clump of fresh-killed meat
up off the roadway—a chipmunk, a mouse,

then a jackrabbit still warm,

its head severed almost clean by speeding wheels.
She flings them with her mighty arm
off into the bunch grasses

where her birds can dine in safety now,
no cars to roll over them at their last meal.

mm

We are searching for a cave, the right cave,
where our sister who has called us on this journey
can travel beyond the boundaries of this life and back,
asking Those Who Sent Her Here which way to go now.
Down the lava pits we climb,
the jagged stones rocking under our shoes.
A Great Horned Owl flaps out
from a mouth in the Earth, then another.
We stumble into the hollows and back to the furthest depths,
our footsteps swallowed in the silence of the Mother,
here in Her womb.
But this cave deadends in an avalanche of stone

and light penetrates its deepest corners.
It will not do.

Up and down, in and out of lava pits we climb,
startling black lizards who scurry away
into dark caves of their own. I find swarms of red ants

that won't shake loose from my boots.
Macha stretches out on the surface of the Earth,

waiting, lapsing already into the inner world
up there in the daylight, no butterflies in sight,
as we press on through the jumble of rock,
no entryways to be found.
This is harder than we thought.
We go back, following our steps, and descend together
into the ice cave where the ceremony will soon begin,
going down into the underworld,
leaving the light of day behind.
We begin to see our breath, hear the drips of water
turning into ice, here in Skull Cave
where the bones of animals and humans were found
a hundred years back, and no one still living
can tell us how they got there.
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We nestle our sister on her shelf of rock at the back of the cave.
Rosemary is offered; chants are sung;
we speak the words of travel to the other side.
A candle is lit and soon put out.

She screams her wild cry out into the hollow stone,
and we leave her there in the cold of the dead lava tube,
leave her with only the echo of our footsteps
and the shadow of a man perched lotus-style
on another shelf of rock, as we walk up
up the winding way into the light,
the warmth of the air now a miracle
against our cheeks, our fingertips.
We wander through the underbrush thick with animal droppings
Antelope, Deer, Rabbit, Owl, and countless tiny critters
who have disappeared into the shelter of porous rock,
safe from the myriad birds of prey

that swoop and glide in the sky—
and everywhere we feel the presence of other creatures
who moments ago passed here and now are gone.

This is our vigil, here above the hollow place
where Macha now breathes alone, wrestling
the darkness, the unknown sounds.
I set off again through the sage with my knife.
The picking song comes back to me,

and I hum it out into moist wind, gathering sprigs
from this land my sister is just now nestled inside.
A storm gathers and passes, gathers and passes,
far on the horizon where sharp-edged buttes
rise up holy through the distant mist.

At the appointed time we descend again,
ringing bells to announce our coming.
She is perched there alone,
wrapped in the cold, the dark,
the wild call she bellowed out still singing in the rock.
She has pierced herself,
but the blood knows not to flow in this air too cold.
She leaves behind a gift for the Earth,
nestled in a niche,
and we turn to lead her back from the underworld,
out from the ice, past the shadow of the lotus manno Euridyce, no Orpheus—just three sisters
emerging from the Earth all new.

In the blessing of light, Macha holds a glass
of red juices of many fruits,
pours the first sip out upon the thirsty ground,
and we drink, celebrate her return
to this world offlesh, of sun.
Back at camp I build a fire so big
it almost scares us, the sparks scattering
in the rising wind, the setting sun.
I tell my long-ago dream of the She-Wolf,
myself as the She-Wolf, and when Macha says,
"I can see that in you. I can see that in you now"
the gift of the dream returns to me,
to my hands, my teeth.

Later in the dark, the fierce wind turns
our tent into a kite, and we scream and laugh
as we throw our sleeping bags,
our backpacks, out into the storming night to make
our getaway from a voyage up into the sky.
Safe inside the car, our laughter flows in mighty waves
we cannot hold back, erupting from all our deepest places.
I curl up tight in the back seat,
pressed up against sleeping gear

as we wind and turn through the stormy Sierra night,
rocking in and out of a sleep I cannot shake,
the pressure bursting in my ears,
cradled there in the backseat night,
a dreamer transported across jagged stormy mountain miles,
twisting through the twisted night.
********************

Now far away on another continental plate,
I nestle in the fog of my coastal city,
a land newly formed by the endless push
of sea floor under coastline, birthing new mountains.

I am cradled back, back to a sky darkened
with the wings of countless birds
when migrant flocks arrive, the water teeming
with an unthinkable bounty offish,
the wetlands returned—a world to be reborn,
a knowledge conceived in the silence of caves,
here within the darkness of my womb.
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Witch Camp Now and Then
by Sue Westwind
Five years ago I did something which
seemed, for me, rather daring. I got myself to the

the cap on a period of practicing as a solitary -

Yet in so many ways it was easier. Held in Michi
gan, a climate and flora that were familiar (yes,
there are tress in Kansas), yet pines and blueber
ries made it feel like a vacation place too. We also
laughed a great deal, played at times, and the food

awkwardly, self-consciously, top-secretly-in the

was mighty good.

coast of California to check out other witches at a
"Reclaiming Apprenticeship Program." This put

Flint Hills of eastern Kansas.

I often say that when I went to the first Witch

But it hadn't been so very long since I'd lived

Camp something inside of me was ready to break

in parts of that coastal mecca before, wide-eyed
Midwesterner slithering among various feminist/
political/alternative groups—stifling a longing for

was magic, love, community- then those things
crushed and rebirthed over and again. The first

apart. I knew it and I let it, and what came out

home. Finally in the late 70's I cashed it in to go

Camp made me a Witch who could say so, and to

"back to the land." Just before I left, a lover gave

the amazement of us all I found others even in

me a copy of Anne Kent Rush's Moon Moon,

Kansas and Missouri who also claimed the word.

which I carted around for years before reading.
When finally I did, with only acres of tallgrass, an

This year I came to Camp thinking I was Pretty

old farmhouse, and the s k y for company, I had
no one to talk to about it, about Her. I don't think

Hot Shit, and got hung up on a meat-hook instead
(to use an ever-popular metaphor). And now I feel
stuck with the job of translating the bad news. For

I'd have known how to, anyway.

in my neck of the prairie, Wicca often has to be

Pretty soon the moon, The Spiral Dance, and
Circle Network News weren't quite enough.

all smiles or swashbuckles, lest it become not re
ligion but "therapy". Death-knell which sends 'em
on the run.

Somehow I wrote to Reclaiming and found out
about the Apprenticeship. I was scared to tears

time for my first group ritual ever. You guessed

Some may want damsels and dragons, but it
looks like we've got addiction, sexual trauma, bad
memories and endless comparisons of ourselves
to other people. Or so it seemed at Witch Camp.

it-we had to individually sing our names to the
group. I thought I'd die.
Five years later it's Wiccan Summer Inten
sive, but I remember the birth of the name that
has stuck: Witch Camp. Five years later and I

And it was equally obvious that this is the stuff of
real magic. All you urban-anarcho Pagans may
take this for granted. Yet some of us in the styx
still struggle with how to interface with what I
call "fear of magic." We/I question what is to be

bless the day I made it home again mostly sane.

our relationship to Pagans and Witches who prac

Five years gone by and at another Witch Camp I

tice our Earth Religion, even shed tears and

think I dreamed even darker this time, got closer
to the harrowing core.

gnash teeth over the plight of our despoiled

when I got on the plane, threw up on a dark road
side a few miles from the site, and arrived just in

Mother, yet will not touch their own "stufF' with a

ten foot pole. Let alone our interpersonal, com
munity "stuff'-and so what good are suspicious,
solitary "earth-healers" who cannot heal them
selves and each other? For as someone so articu
lately cried around the fire at Witch Camp when
we were doing a political working about the MidEast situation: it's all the same thing.
The twist is that actually, Witch Camp helps
me understand fear of magic a little better. For
through the long middle of the week I was often
pissed that I was so tearful, so un-together, so
frightfully alone. I often wondered if these people
knew what they were doing to me, to all of us.
Maybe because Reclaiming were the first Witches
I'd ever met, I just had to wait and see. Can I
really recommend anyone get so depressed as I
did, or was I just being weird, self-pitying, ad

dicted to suffering? So many contacts from all
over the world, so much to discuss, and yet I was
so mired in my Stuff (capital-letter dimensions
now!) it was as if there was a lock on my throat.
Was the whole experience truly initiationtransformation, or did radiance finally break
through on the last night from relief at the pros
pect of going home? Fear of magic may be a fine
survival tactic indeed. I think I can be a little
easier now on those infected with it.
But any way you cut it, there's nothing like
Witch Camp. It's clear that Reclaiming thought of
everything possible to offer support along the
bumpy way-affinity groups, Twelve-Step meet
ing, chakra dial-down, and more. So don't blame
them if it's scary. You pay your money, you take
your chances.

Cosmic Spirals
Blessed Be!

I don't know what your policy is on printing recipes in your newsletter, but I was positively compelled to
share this particular one with you. Dubbed "Cosmic Spirals," these cookies are a Winter Solstice tradition
in my family and have proved to be a great way to honor the grain Goddess.
1 c. shortening

Filling

2 c. brown sugar

2 lb. dates, cut fine
1 c. white sugar
1 c. water

3 eggs
4 c. flour
1 tsp. baking soda
V2 tsp. cinnamon

1 c. chopped walnuts

Cook filling on low heat until thick and allow to
cool. Roll dough V4" to V2" thick. Spread filing
evenly over dough and roll up. Wrap in foil and

Cream shortening and sugar. Add eggs, well
beaten. Add flour and spices to creamed ingredi
ents. Chill at least 4 hours.

place in freezer overnight. Slice and bake at 425°
for 10-12 minutes.

In Friendship,
Cait Hutnik
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Faggot Witch Camp: A Review
Greg Johnson

Equinox found ten Faggot Witches gathered
to celebrate the first annual FAGGOT WITCH
CAME Formed by a group of gay witches in the
Midwest, FWC (FAGGOT WITCH CAMP aka

Fun With Candles) was a culmination of a year's
hard work. FWC was a focussed gathering,
specific in its intent, "audience" snd format. Be
cause of that, I believe its presence stirred the
gay/fairie network.

Gay men's festivals and fairie gatherings
have in the past had a rather "anything goes"
quality about them—a direct reaction to the pa
triarchal system that has a choke-hold on our so
ciety. FAGGOT WITCH CAMP was created as
an alternative—a mid ground between these two
extremes. FWC incorporated a number of
strong boundaries: no drugs or alcohol, limited
size, a specific spiritual focus, specific definition
of terms and philosophy, an application process
for entry (some accepted, some rejected), and a
specific structure, format and process.
Boundary issues are always difficult and
FWC's proved no different—that's where a lot of
the hard work came in. Planners were chal
lenged to create bold boundaries that included
room for spontanaeity and group involvement
and consensus during the event.
Through that work came a very wonderful
event. The four days were intense, emotional,
loud, fun, scary, beautiful, hot, sad, ecstatic, in
formative, challenging. Many rituals were based
on a loose framework and theme developed by

the FWC planners. Thematically the event re
volved around the Fag Witch experience: com
ing out as gay, body image, coming out as a

witch, fag ancestry and history, the Equinox as
high holiday, the special sight/insight/gifts of
Fags before us and thru us now.

The framework of each ritual varied but usu
ally included basic elements developed by the
planners while incorporating new elements,
imagery and details reached through consensus
by the entire group. This joining brought won
derful ritual with a sense of shared control and
surprise. The pre-planning provided a base for
intense work. Music both free-form and orga
nized enhanced most rituals as did inspired
drumming/percussion and dance. Being Fags,
our altars and space decoration changed fre
quently
and
played
integral
parts
in
ritual-making.
The "successes" of the gathering were mani
fold. A challenge was met in simply working to
ward the event, wonderful Fag ritual was
created, a specific community was defined, and
a new annual event for Faggot Witches was cre
ated. Thanks to all that were involved in making
FWC happen.
FOR INFO on FWC II, write to:
FWC
PO BOX 45107
KMCO 64111.

he Eve of Midwinter
by Aurora Borealis Medicine Turkey

'Twas the eve of midwinter, and all through the coven
The witches were cooking strange things in the oven.

There were mugwort frittatas and dragon's-blood stew
And mescaline eggnog and mandrake fondue.

There were hot mountain oysters and road-kill pate
And spotted-owl kidneys, and wombat flambe.
The circle was cast and the herbs had been smoked
In hopes that the Goddess would soon be invoked.
When out by the hot tub arose such a clatter

I jumped on my broom to see what was the matter.
And what should I see in the blackberry thorns
But a soaking wet Goddess and eight unicorns!

"I was just sitting down with my vibrating phallus

And a good book," she said, "Christ, you bitches are callous.
I came when you called, over all my objections,

And got lost in the woods—you give lousy directions.
You turkeys invoked me, now look at my dress
My period's late and I've got PMS."

She cursed and she muttered, she looked like a wreck
The unicorns whimpered and shat on the deck.
We gave her some weed and we got her some grub

We brought her clean towels and she soaked in the tub.
Then she rose, hot and dripping, and gave us her blessing

And jumped in her chariot, without even dressing!
"On Isis! On Eris! Oya and Astarte!
On Ishtar! Inanna! Kali and Hecate!"

We heard her exclaim as she climbed through the air

"Thank Goddess there's only eight sabbats a year!"

(Aurora Borealis Medicine Turkey is Chairperson of the Department of Anomalistic Phenomenology

at the College of the Pygmies in Mendonesia, California.)
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THE BALLAD OF J. EDGAR HOOVER
Words: Holly Tannen, copyright 1990
Tune: "Joe Hill" by Earl Robinson, copyright 1938
For Judi Bari

/ dreamed I saw J. Edgar Hoover

'Live as you or me
"ButJ." I said, 'You're ten years dead"
"I never died" said he.
"I never died" said he.
"For forty years, by fear and greed
You ruled the FBI
But now we've taken back our rights!"
Says he, "I did not die."

: '

Says he, "I did not die."
Where phones are tapped and lists are kept
And documents are shred
Where statesmen and reporters lie
It's there you'll find J. Ed.
It's there you'll find J. Ed.
Where poor folks fear to speak their minds
And live apart in dread

Where crimes are blamed on innocents
It's there you'll find J. Ed.
It's there you'll find J. Ed.
And standing there as fat as life

With beady little eyes
"So if you think Tm dead" says he
"Just try to organize
Just try to organize"

I dreamed I saw J. Edgar Hoover Live as you or me

"ButJ." I said, 'You're ten years dead."
"I never died" said he.
"I never died" said he.

Letters
October 13, 1990
Dear Reclaiming,

I got your Fall issue tonight and started in

Frazer here is speaking specifically of the

right away on Starhawk's "Reflections on the

spring and harvest rituals of European

State of the Craft." She says she'd like to open

customs: the worship of Demeter and Ceres.

up a few issues for debate, so here goes...
Starhawk:
There are some great advantages in not

having physical centers... But maybe
there should be, somewhere, someday,

ritual spaces designed for our type of
ritual and maintained with a reverent
spirit...

Our tradition has not supported paid

I may be terribly traditional, but I think that
we ought not to abandon the practices of our
pagan ancestresses as cavalierly as Starhawk
suggests. After all, isn't that how we got into

this mess in the first place? With churches,
priests, organizations, and leaders? Let's stick
to the way they've done it for thousands of

years, with rituals that "may be performed by
any one, master or man, mistress or maid, boy

or girl; they are practised, not in temples or

clergy for centuries or perhaps

churches, but in the woods and meadows,

millenia, but. we need their equivalent

beside brooks, in barns, on harvest fields and

now...

cottage floors." (James Frazer).
Love,
Cookie

James Frazer: (from The Golden Bough)
Amongst the marks of a primitive
ritual we may note the following:

1. No special class of persons is set
apart for the performance of the rites;
in other words, there are no priests.

The rites may be performed by any one,
as occasion demands.

2. No special places are set apart for the

performance of the rites; in other
words, there are no temples.

Gratitude must be the
dear sister of joy.
I feel her presence today

as wind and magnetic pull
draw white wave after white wave
toward me on this beach.
In winter the ocean
looks like curly snowdrifts
moving and sounding
at the same time.
Zoe Becker

February, 1990

